INTRODUCTION
Technology today is rapidly changing and most of these changes are value adding whether at the personal or commercial level. On a personal level technological developments have helped increase our standards of living and on the commercial level technology has helped in raising productivity and efficiency. In fact , the use of technology today has become even more significant. For example, text reader software is a good example of how modern technology can be of great assistance to us. Software that is able to convert text into speech gives us the opportunity to do tasks concurrently. The ability to multi-task can help the user of the program be more effective and efficient with his or her time which in turn will result in him/her being more productive. In effect, the software can be very effective in saving you a lot of time. In market numbers of converters are available which converts different file formats such as word, doc, txt, .dat into speech. This is an innovative idea to create a web browser that converts text from different file formats (word, doc, txt, .dat, PDF, rtf, html etc) to speech. This will reduce the reading effort. This project is a web browser which will provide information in the form of audio. The main modules of the project are: 
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
In 1968 the first working text-to-speech system for English was developed in the Electrotehnical Laboratory, Japan by Noriko Umeda and others. It was based on an articulatory model and included a unit for syntactic analysis with complicated heuristics. The speech was quite accurate but dull and far away from the current systems quality. Text to speech synthesis still required much work. In 1976 Kurzweil invented the first reading aid with optical scanner. The Kurzweil Reading Machines for the Blind were able to read very well even the text with multifont. However, the system was really costly for normal customers, so it was operated in libraries and service centers for visually impaired people. People were beginning to see the various applications of text to speech synthesis.
In late 1970's and early 1980's, significantly amount of commercial text-to-speech and speech synthesis products were commercially available. The first IC for speech synthesis is likely to be the Votrax chip which comprised cascade formant synthesizer and simple low-pass smoothing circuits. An inexpensive Votrax-based Type-n-Talk system was presented by Richard Gagnon in 1978. In 1980, Texas Instruments presented linear prediction coding (LPC) based Speak-n-Spell synthesizer comprising a low-cost linear prediction synthesis chip (TMS-5100). It was operated in an electronic reading aid for children and it succeeded to a significant limit. Echo low-cost diphone synthesizer was introduced by Street Electronics in 1982; it was built on a newer version of the same chip as in Speak-n-Spell (TMS-5220). During the same period Speech Plus Inc. presented the Prose-2000 text-to-speech system.First commercial models of the common DECtalk and Infovox SA-101 synthesizers were introduced a year later.
Zamzar is a web application to convert files. The name is derived from Franz Kafka's The Metamorphosis. Its main character is called Gregor Samsa and it is from his surname that Zamzar is derived. It was created by brothers Mike and Chris Whyley in England. It allows user to convert files without downloading a software tool. Users can type in a URL or upload one or more files (if they are all of the same format) from their computer, Zamzar then converts the files to another format. For example, from a Flash streaming media file to MP3. Users receive an email with a URL from where they can download the converted file. Zamzar is currently in the public beta stage of development.
Current speech synthesis technologies have very sophisticated techniques and algorithms. Hidden Markov models (HMM) are among the methods applied recently in speech synthesis. HMMs have been used with speech recognition since late 1970's; they served speech synthesis systems for more than 3 decades. The various advances over the years have made today's text to speech synthesis very common place.
All the above software is good at the features they are providing. But In this existing web based podcasters we have to give an input text explicitly. If user wants the online contents in audio format, then for searching web browser is used and for audio conversion podcaster is used. Then the idea about this project emerged and the decision to develop such software which will have these two features together is taken and that is implementing in this project.
III.
APPLICATIONS
a. With the aid of this project, user can easily change text, whether they are in word, PDF, HTML or any other file format to speech. b. This software can be utilized for particular tasks like pronunciation teaching for several languages. It can also be utilized with interactive educational applications. c. This Software is able to convert text into speech gives the opportunity to do tasks concurrently. d. From time to time reading too much text can be tiresome and create eye-strain. In these instances, our browser is a relief to those that regularly read texts from computers on a day-in-day-out basis.
IV. Block Diagram

Text to Speech converter:
This module will convert different file formats text into speech.
Recorder
Recording can be performed in two ways: 1. Direct Recording: In this method, by selecting the specified text and performing recording function. After completion of recording function the audio file will be saved and can used in future. 2. Indirect Recording: In this method, first the speech function will be operated and then recording will be performed.
Image History:
This module will show the history in the form of images along with date and time. 
